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This version is not compatible with Lightroom Classic CC, and it does not have all the
features found in Lightroom Classic CC, such as non-destructive editing, Lens Correction

adjustments, digital workspaces, and integrated Rf files. It does include several new
functions, such as a new image browser in the main workspace, an enhanced library view
and the ability to access photos from the web, and a number of edits and corrections. Lr

2018 is a substantial update of the popular Lightroom CC release on the Mac platform. When
it was released to the public, it was the fastest-selling version of Lightroom ever, receiving

only one platform upgrade with many new features that customers were looking for.
Lightroom 2018 is designed to be a cloud-based solution so photographers can edit images

on-the-go, and it includes some enhancements in the areas of basic editing tools and
automation. Some of the major changes are worth discussing below: Lightroom CC and
Lightroom Classic CC coexist in the same physical environment. It includes a workspace
collection feature that provides an easy way to create and define image organizing and

selection tasks. In particular, it’s now more straightforward to save an editing session or to
restore previous ones. The CC edition features the same, original styles engine that’s found

in other Lightroom products, so users can create new styles from scratch using presets,
presets saved from previous projects, and purchased styles. The latest version of the

Lightroom app features Quick Adjust tool, which can help you recover detail in extreme low-
light situations. It also includes improved transitions and image masks, plus non-destructive

image adjustments. 5ec8ef588b
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